
On April 13 and 14, Provincial Minister of State for Mining Bill
Bennett held informal meetings with members of the Friends of
Sechelt Peninsula (FOSP) advocacy group, the Sunshine Coast
Conservation Association and residents of Wood Bay. The FOSP
is a group of coastal citizens organized to protest Pan Pacific
Aggregates’ (PPA) plans to create substantial open-pit mining
along the west side of the Sechelt Inlet.

In January 2005, PPA, a European-based company formed
one month earlier, used the internet to stake mineral claims
over two thirds of the Sechelt Peninsula, including most homes
and businesses between Sechelt and the BC Ferry terminal at
Earls Cove.

Bennett was taken on a boat tour to get a first-hand look at
the spectacular inlet, which PPA proposes to turn into a major
industrial shipping route. Potential plans include running four
barges a day up the inlet and through the world-famous
Skookumchuck Narrows for the next 25 years.  The potential
for increased water and air pollution, long-term damage to the
rich marine life within the rapids and conflicts with divers,
recreational boaters, logging boom tugs and fishermen, is
serious. According to FOSP President Jan Williams, ‘The Inlet
and the Skookumchuck attract tourists and divers from all over
the world. The rapids are the fastest navigable tidal currents in
the world and the potential for disaster is enormous—one barge
load with tons of limestone dumped into these waters would
have a devastating effect.’

Since June 2005, when PPA began exploratory blasting on
their southern mining site, now referred to as the ‘Sechelt

Garnet Project,’ there has been a steady escalation of citizen’s
actions, public meetings and demonstrations.

Bennett, who also met with residents at a private reception on
Friday afternoon, admitted that the mining company had been
‘clumsy’ in their dealings with the local community and stressed
the comprehensive environmental assessment procedure that
the company would have to undergo. 

In addressing the fears that another mine might emulate the
sprawling Construction Aggregates gravel mine which already
looms over the town of Sechelt and is the largest open-pit and
gravel mine in North America, Bennett said, ‘That monstrosity,
that eyesore will never be allowed to happen on the other side
of the Inlet, it’s just not on. And you can quote me on that!’ 

‘People are justifiably upset,’ said Williams, ‘Most of us have
come here to enjoy the natural beauty of the Sechelt Peninsula
and the Sechelt Inlet. This is one of the fastest growing
bedroom communities in BC, with burgeoning tourism and real
estate markets. Now we are risking our health, our water
sources, the environment and the future of this area for a
private foreign-owned company who is planning to sell gravel
to California for a paltry $22 a ton before expenses.’

While PPA is currently preparing for a provincial
environmental assessment review, the FOSP are gathering
petition signatures, arriving from across the province,
demanding that the project be subjected to a far more rigorous

federal environmental review. 0
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